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Introduction to 
Anthropology

ANTH 101

Professor Kurt Reymers, Ph.D.

Artist: Richard Strauss

Song: Also Spracht Zarathustra

Movie: 2001: A Space Odyssey (YouTube)

1a. Like all living organisms, human beings 

evolved to become the species it is today, a 

species with very unique characteristics 

compared to other living things. 

What makes human beings 

particularly unique is the size and 

functions of the human brain.

C. The First Hominin

../../../../../../../Webwork/teaching/music/Strauss-Also_Sprach_Zarathustra.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2iiPpcwfCA
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C. The First Hominin

C. The First Hominin

1b. Human survival is attributable to the 

evolution of brain development.

see: ArchaeologyInfo.com

Early brain development led to the use of fire, tools 

and weapons, the creation of simple shelters and 

fashioning of basic clothing.

(Evolutionary Phylogeny)

(Early Homo Evolution-text)

(UCSB cranial comparison)

(ArchInfo Skull Page)

Comparative Anatomy

Preanthropus

Australopithecus

Archaic Homo sapiens

Homo habilis

Homo erectus

Modern Homo sapiens

Neanderthal

http://www.archaeologyinfo.com/species.htm
../../../Images Etc/anthro/Human Evolution/Human Evolution-phylogeny.jpg
../../../Images Etc/anthro/Human Evolution/Anthro-Fig6-1-EarlyHomo.jpg
http://www.anth.ucsb.edu/projects/human/
http://www.archaeologyinfo.com/skullpage.htm
../../../../Images Etc/anthro/Human Evolution/apes-and-humans-tree.jpg
../../../../Images Etc/anthro/Human Evolution/hominid descent.gif
../../../../Sociology/Teaching/Old Courses/Images Etc/anthro/hominid_skulls/africanus.mov
../../../../Sociology/Teaching/Old Courses/Images Etc/anthro/hominid_skulls/habilis.mov
../../../../Sociology/Teaching/Old Courses/Images Etc/anthro/hominid_skulls/Erectus-Peking Man.mov
../../../../Sociology/Teaching/Old Courses/Images Etc/anthro/hominid_skulls/Cro_Magnon.mov
../../../../Sociology/Teaching/Old Courses/Images Etc/anthro/hominid_skulls/sapiens.mov
http://prezi.com/b_eoanb6fbcl/anthropology-101-human-origins/
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C. The First Hominin

1c. Genus: Australopithecus

(Hominoid = Ape / Hominid = Human (plural: Hominin)

Before the genus Homo emerged, the 

genus Australopithecus roamed in Africa 

(~3 to 4 mya).

It is widely thought that 

Australopithecenes first 

developed “bipedalism”, 

or the ability to walk upright,

(although recent discoveries of an earlier 

genus, Ardipithecus, challenge this theory). 

Fig. 8.1 Illustration of basic body shape differences between A. afarensis (left) 

and H. erectus (right) highlighting features discussed in the text that are derived 

in H. erectus and which would improve endurance running performance. Features 

in parentheses are as yet unknown (in the foot) or hypothetical reconstructions 

(e.g., Achilles tendon length). Note that shoulder position (indicated with an * ) in 

H. erectus is unresolved (Modified from Bramble and Lieberman, 2004)

C. The First Hominin

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_IwE8AmB-Jd4/SdMFsTIADQI/AAAAAAAAAeE/YA_kPKr7S_4/s1600-h/chimp+skull+2.jpg
http://humanorigins.si.edu/evidence/human-fossils/species/australopithecus-afarensis
http://www.jqjacobs.net/anthro/paleo/bipedalism.html
http://humanorigins.si.edu/evidence/human-fossils/species/ardipithecus-ramidus
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Structure of the Upcoming Notes: 
2. Early Human Biological Development (Anatomy)
3. Early Human Cultural Development (Intelligence)

2. ANATOMY: Evidence of early  
biological development of Homo

2a. i. Homo habilis (~2.3 mya)

• Lived in Africa only

• Brain growth (600-750 cc) compared to Australopithecus

• Smaller molars and premolars compared to Australopith.

• Walked grasslands and partially arboreal (climbed trees)

Related species? Homo rudolfensis
(larger cranium, longer face
and larger molars than H. habilis)

Related species? Homo naledi

(smaller cranium, squinched face)

C. The First Hominin

2b. Homo erectus (~1.8 – 1.5 mya)
• First hominid species widely distributed across  

Eurasia (remains found in Java (Indonesia), 

China, Georgia (Russia), Africa, Turkana, Ethiopia);

• Long, low, and thickly walled skull with flat frontal area and 

prominent brow ridges;

• Smaller third molars (“wisdom teeth”) than Homo habilis;

• Larger brain size (900-1040 cc);

• Occipital torus (skull pattern) and sagittal keel (skull ridge).

• Related species: Homo ergaster
Lived between 1.5 and 1.9 million years; “Turkana Boy” 

(or Nariokotome Boy) is the most famous example; tall, long-

legged body, with a flatter face, a projecting nose and a 

somewhat expanded brain.

C. The First Hominids

http://humanorigins.si.edu/evidence/human-fossils/species/homo-habilis
http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/news/131104_lumperssplitters
http://humanorigins.si.edu/evidence/human-fossils/species/homo-rudolfensis
http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/news/131104_lumperssplitters
http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/blog/rising-star-expedition/
http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/homs/java.html
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2002/03/20_daka.html
http://australianmuseum.net.au/Homo-ergaster
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2b. Homo erectus (~1.8 – 1.5 mya)
• First hominid species widely distributed across  

Eurasia (remains found in Java (Indonesia), 

China, Georgia (Russia), Africa, Turkana, Ethiopia);

• Long, low, and thickly walled skull with flat frontal area and 

prominent brow ridges;

• Smaller third molars (“wisdom teeth”) than Homo habilis;

• Larger brain size (900-1040 cc);

• Occipital torus (skull pattern) and sagittal keel (skull ridge).

• Related species: Homo ergaster
Lived between 1.5 and 1.9 million years; “Turkana Boy” 

(or Nariokotome Boy) is the most famous example; tall, long-

legged body, with a flatter face, a projecting nose and a 

somewhat expanded brain.

C. The First Hominids

NOW, BACK UP to 2 Million Years Ago

http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/homs/java.html
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2002/03/20_daka.html
http://australianmuseum.net.au/Homo-ergaster
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Preanthropus

Australopithecus

Archaic Homo sapiens

Homo habilis

Homo erectus

No Evidence of Culture   .

|

|

|

|

|

\/

1.8 mya: Lower Paleolithic

(PALEOLITHIC = STONE AGE)

40 kya: Upper Paleolithic

300 kya: Middle Paleolithic

Modern Homo sapiens

2.4 mya: Oldowan toolkit

3. TOOLS and CULTURE: early cultural 
development of man: PRE-STONE AGE

3a. H. habilis: Oldowan “Choppers”
(2.6mya – 1.5mya)

i. These tools were named by Louis & Mary 
Leakey, based on the location they were found in  

1960, Olduvai Gorge (near Ngorongoro
Crater).

ii. Earliest tools found in East Africa
2.6 mya. Known as “Oldowan choppers”.

iii. Choppers were made by 
“percussion flaking” technique. 

iv. Most were unifacial tools (one cutting edge).

C. The First Hominids

Oldowan “Chopper”

3b. THE LOWER STONE AGE:
H. erectus & Lower Paleolithic Cultures 

(1.5 mya – 300kya)

Acheulian Tool Industry (from St. Achuel, France)

i. “Core” tool technique – bifacial tools

- Hand axe

- “Soft hammer” technique

ii. Big-Game eating (maybe not the first?)

iii. Control of fire (fire drives)

iv. Possible camp sites (not permanent 
settlements, a place to cache, or store, tools)

C. The First Hominids

http://prezi.com/b_eoanb6fbcl/anthropology-101-human-origins/
../../../Images Etc/anthro/mousterian-tools.bmp
http://www.becominghuman.org/node/early-craftsmanship
http://www.amonline.net.au/human_evolution/tools/more_info.htm
http://www.leakey.com/
http://www.gearthhacks.com/downloads/map.php?file=11920
http://www.karencarr.com/gallery.php?gl=9
http://www.mnh.si.edu/anthro/humanorigins/aop/olorg1999/dispatch/7_10/july10.htm
../../../Images Etc/anthro/hominid_skulls/axe_1.mov
../../../Images Etc/anthro/soft-hammer-tool.gif
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2010/08/100811-lucy-human-tools-meat-eating-nature-science/
http://faculty.mdc.edu/jmcnair/Joe3pages/fire.htm
http://www.karencarr.com/gallery.php?gl=9
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KNOW THIS CHART! Human Origins


